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|ABSTRACT
-j I
I The influence of rapid solidification processing on the
.microstructure of long-range-ordered alloys in the (Fe.Co,
•NO3 V system has been studied by transmission electron
microscopy. The main mlcrostructural feature of the as-;

-'quenched alloys was a fine cell structure (~300 nm diameter)
'decorated with carbide particles. This structure was main-
tained after annealing treatments which develop the ordered

-^crystal structure. Other features of the microstructures
[both before and after annealing are presented and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

llntermetallic compounds or intermediate phases in metallic systems which |~
"jpossess long range chemical order have several potential advantages over j—
idisordered alloys for elevated temperature applications. The restricted atomic ;
mobility that the ordered lattice provides can result in better resistance to |~

"\thermally activated deformation, e.g. creep. Strengthening can rely on the r
'inherent ordered structure so stability of second phase precipitates becomes j"

"{less important. A severe drawback on utilization of long-range ordered (LRO) I
'alloys has been low ductility; especially at ambient temperature. Recently this/
"iproblem has been solved In (Fe,Co,Nl)3 V base LRO alloys by stabilizing a due- r
' itile LRO fee phase by alloy chemistry modification [1J. LRO alloys In this {""
isystem can have ductilities at room temperature of >30Z tensile elongation. j~

H The potential application of the fee (Fe,Co,Ni)3 V base LRO alloys has led (~~
"jto consideration of scale-up from laboratory heats. This requires use of less !""
ipure components and the inevitable development of impurity inclusions — notably :~

"1VC. Rapid solidification processing (RSP) techniques have been used recently to"
" ihomogenize and refine the microstructure of superalloys [2] and 316 stainless j~
""Isteel [3]. In this work we have applied RSP to several (Fe,Co,Nl)3 V LRO alloys"
~|ln order to evaluate the resulting microstructure and the efficacy of RSP for f
"jlmprovlng properties of these alloys. : j~

"III. EXPERIMENTAL ! (~

" i i"
1 Compositions of the alloys used in this investigation are given in Table I.
The alloys used in the rapid solidification study had been prepared by conven- j"

"tlonal methods of arc-casting, solution annealing, and hot fabrication. Small j"
"(PIeces (~5O-60 mg) were cut from the alloy plates for rapid solidification. j_
"7 'Rapid solidification was accomplished in an arc-hammer apparatus which has been
,[described previously [4]. The quenching rate is estimated to be at least 10* K/s

[4]. As-quenched samples were typically disks approximately 1.5-2 cm diameter i
'and 30 um thick. Selected samples were given annealing treatments which are T
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--"'—' -' used to completely develop the IRO structure. Annealing [1] was accomplished by
encapsulating In quartz capsules under a vacuum of 10~3 p a (10~7 torr) and
heating in muffle furnaces.

X-ray diffraction was carried out on all samples with an automated Phillips
diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. Disks 3 a in diameter were cut from the
rapidly solidified specimens and electrolytically thinned for transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). A conventional twin jet polishing technique was used
with 202 sulfuric acld-methanol solution and samples were either thinned from
both sides or one side to study the structure of the center and surface of the
specimens respectively. :

III. RESULTS

• X-ray diffraction measurements revealed that all rapidly solidified LRO ,
— alloys had the fee crystal structure in the as-quenched condition. While the
';quenching rates used in this experiment are high enough to produce the amorphous ~
"structure in many alloys, it is apparent that the (Fe,Co,Ni)3 V alloys studied
Tare not easy glass formers. This could be anticipated since there are no deep '~
'jeutectics or low melting regions in the composition ranges studied.
- i The TEM observations were made on three different conditions: (1) conven- j~
"jtional arc-drop casting, (2) rapidly solidified, as-quenched, and (3) rapidly
~|solidified, annealed. |~
- 1 ' i
"j [1] Conventional arc-drop casting. , r

- ] • •

j iA typical microstrueture for the conventional arc-drop casting sample is
|presented in Fig. 1. A coarse grain size Is observed > 5 ym diameter. A well-
ordered structure Is observed as indicated by the superlattice diffraction spots

""'and anti-phase domain boundaries. Numerous stacking faults, dislocations, and
]second phase particles are also seen in the mlcrostructure. The microstructure
•shows the features previously studied In detail in (Coo,7fjFeo,22)3 v I5!- '

! i~
i[2] As-quenched, rapid solidification. i '~

~ 1 The most definitive feature of the as-quenched microstructure, in the • j"
~'center of the specimen, is the fine cell structure Illustrated in Fig. 2. r

~|Regular hexagonal cells, 300—400 nm In diameter are contained in the irregularly*
"! shaped grains which are ~2.2 ± 1.2 pm in diameter. The zone axis of the grains J
~| is [100] to ±20: The cell boundaries are decorated with MC particles as shown ~
~jin the dark field Image and selected area diffraction pattern of Fig. 3. It is
1 clear from Fig. 3 that the MC particles are randomly oriented with respect to j"
"jthe matrix. In spite of the fact that some of the alloys contained titanium to
"control the carbide distribution, no obvious difference In the morphology of the
"jcell structure and carbide distribution was observed among the alloys. ' •
i The microstructure of the as-quenched samples' surface (Fig. 4) does not show
!the well-defined cell structure observed in the interior of the specimens. A ;~
'grain size distribution is observed with small grains ~200—300 nm diameter >"
i (< the cell dimensions!) mixed with larger grains ~1—2 urn diameter. The bound-
arles of the smaller grains are decorated with MC particles and the beginning >

."'.F',"? 7 of a carbide — decorated cell structure is observed In the larger grains. • !
''''' •;Strings of carbides are also apparent in certain grains. In addition, the grain

'structure does not exhibit a well defined [100] zone axis. i .
••' Small bubbles/voids are seen in the as-quenched samples along cell
boundaries. The bubble/void diameters are ~5—10 nm as illustrated in the

•micrograph of Fig. 5.
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_~1 ,_•' [3] Rapidly solidified, annealed.

_; After annealing schedules to develop the ordered crystal structure, samples
were examined by TEM. The cell structure remained in place after annealing,

—.indicating recrystallization does not occur during the ordering an..'als. The
carbide particles in the cell boundaries, which had a random orientation with
respect to the matrix in the as-quenched condition, exhibit a cube-on--cube
orientation relationship with the matrix after annealing. Extensive stacking
faults are also observed. A representative microstructure of the annealed state

_,ls shown in Fig. 6 along with a selected area diffraction insert which Indicates
..the development of superlattice spots.
~;
,| IV. DISCUSSION

_. j The cell structure observed In the center of the as-rapidly solidified alloys -
'is a fine-scale duplicate of the microstructure observed in alloys solidified

.!at conventional rates, the cause of which has been well documented as constitu-
tional supercooling [61" Cellular substructures have also been observed in
jrapidly solidified alloys made by the splat quenching "gun technique" [7,8] and

- i n RSP powders made by rotating disk atomization and helium quenching [2]. The
-!cellular structure is due to solute segregation which, in the limit, gives rise -
[to second phase precipitation as shown by carbide precipitation in the present •
-jwork. Burden and Hunt [9] have derived an expression for cell size in terms of -
-isolute diffusion coefficient, temperature gradient, velocity of the interface, r-
- jand equilibrium distribution coefficient for cell formation in a binary system.
-[Unfortunately none of the parameters needed in this model are available in the
-{present work. While Coates et al. [10] have extended the theory for cellular
—'solidification due to constitutional supercooling to ternary alloys, a simple
-dependence of cell size on the appropriate parameters is not given. Experimen- -

—jtal determinations of cell size as a function of e.g. cooling rate have been •—
-•presented. Matyja et al. [8] give experimental evidence to indicate that cell
-ispacings in a number of aluminum-base alloys which were splat cooled fall on an -
!extrapolation of the cell size — cooling rate curve obtained at lower cooling -

«^ /)
— calculations. Using these data on Al alloys and our measured cell diameters of -
-; 300-400 nm give a cooling rate of 5 ± 3 x 10° K/s. This value is consistent •-
- with cooling rates determined from a recent model of our arc-hammer apparatus !-•
: [4] in several metallic glass systems using the same hammer velocity as in the j-

-ipresent work. —
•] The voids observed at cell boundaries are believed to be due to vacancy !—
I condensation. The voids disappear after the annealing treatments which supports -
this assumption since gas bubbles of this size (~10 no) would probably grow :-•
rather than shrink during annealing. The location of the voids at the cell .
boundaries which are caused by solute segregation suggests a strong solute atom—
vacancy Interaction.

J , ;
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-'TABLE I
! Compositions of ordered alloys (Fe,Co,Nl)3 V

Alloy No. Composition, at. % Composition, wt. X Tca ( C )

-LR0-10 Co-16.5 Fe-25 V

:LR0-37b Fe-37.5 Ni-24.5 V-0.5 Ti

LR0-37-5c Fe-37.5 Ni-23.2 V-0.5 Ti

• I -0.4 Si-0.9 Al

•s_4b Ni-32.4 Co-25 V

Co-16.3 Fe-22.6 V 950

Fe-39.5 Ni-22.4 V-0.4 Ti 700

Fe-39.8 Ni-21.4 V-0.4 Ti 670

-0.3 Si-0.5 Al

Hi-34.5 Co-22.5 V 1020

-j'Critical ordering temperature.
''Alloys were prepared from high-pure V.
cAlloy was prepared from commercial-grade ferrovanadium which contained small

-\amount of Si and Al.

-Fig. 1. Bright and dark-field micrograph and diffraction pattern of conven-
tional arc-drop cactlng; alloy LRO-1.



Fig. 2. Bright field micrograph of
as-quenched rapidly solidified alloy
LRO-1 showing cellular structure*

Fig. 3. Dark field micrograph and
diffraction pattorn of as-quenched >
rapidly solidified alloy lio-1
showing random carbide orientation.

Fig. 4. Bright field nlcrograph of _
as-quenched rapidly solidified alloy
LRO-1. Sample surface region. ;_

Fig. 5. Bright field micrograph of
ae-quenched rapidly solidified alloy
LRO-37-5 showing voids at cell
boundaries-

Fig. 6. Bright field nlcrograph
a.id diffraction pattern of rapidly
solidified and annealed alloy LRO-1.


